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	Newnes Electrical Power Engineer's Handbook, Second Edition, 9780750662680 (0750662689), Newnes, 2005
The second edition of this popular engineering reference book, previously titles Newnes Electrical Engineer's Handbook, provides a basic understanding of the underlying theory and operation of the major classes of electrical equipment.

With coverage including the key principles of electrical engineering and the design and operation of electrical equipment, the book uses clear descriptions and logical presentation of data to explain electrical power and its applications. Each chapter is written by leading professionals and academics, and many sections conclude with a summary of key standards. 

The new edition is updated in line with recent advances in EMC, power quality and the structure and operation of power systems, making Newnes Electrical Power Engineer's Handbook an invaluable guide for today's electrical power engineer.                                       

· A unique, concise reference book with contributions from eminent professionals in the field
· Provides straightforward and practical explanations, plus key information needed by engineers on a day-to-day basis
· Includes a summary of key standards at the end of each chapter
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Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and RailsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails helps you to overcome typical obstacles hidden in every enterprise's infrastructure. It doesn't matter if your Rails application needs to access your company's message-oriented middleware or if it has to scan through tons of huge XML documents to get a missing piece of data. Ruby and Rails enable you...

		

You Don't Know JS: Scope & ClosuresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		No matter how much experience you have with JavaScript, odds are you don’t fully understand the language. This concise yet in-depth guide takes you inside scope and closures, two core concepts you need to know to become a more efficient and effective JavaScript programmer. You’ll learn how and why they work, and how an...



		

An Introduction to Relativistic Quantum Field TheoryDover Publications, 2005
In a relatively simple presentation that remains close to familiar concepts, this text for upper-level undergraduates and graduate students introduces modern developments of quantum field theory. "Combines thorough knowledge with a high degree of didactic ability and a delightful style." — Mathematical Reviews. 1961...




	

Pulmonary Manifestations of Primary Immunodeficiency DiseasesSpringer, 2019

	This book provides a broad overview of  the respiratory manifestations associated with Primary Immune deficiencies (PID) congenital genetic defects such as infections, chronic inflammation, autoimmunity, lymphoproliferation, allergic manifestations and rare forms of cancer.
	
		Since the most common site of involvement in PID is...



		

Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 6 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1998
Visual Basic programming techniques are presented in a logical and easy-to-follow sequence that helps you really understand the principles involved in developing programs. The reader begins with learning the basics to write a first program and then moves on to adding voice, music, sound, and graphics. After reading this book, the reader will be...

		

Solving Enterprise Applications Performance Puzzles: Queuing Models to the RescueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012


	Poorly performing enterprise applications are the weakest links in a

	corporation ’ s management chains, causing delays and disruptions of

	critical business functions. In trying to strengthen the links, companies

	spend dearly on applications tuning and sizing; unfortunately, the only

	deliverables of many of such ventures...
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